Passport Booklets

Here is your passport booklet to assemble for **Interfuse 2017**. The booklet uses five pieces of paper.
Print pages 2-11 double sided.

There are two methods for assembly.

1) Cut each page in half across the short edge then fold each page in half from left to right being careful to keep the pages in the proper order. Stack the folded pages on top of each other and staple 2 or 3 times on the left edge.

or

2) Fold each page in fourths being careful to keep the pages in order. Stack the pages on top of each other and staple 2 or 3 times on the left edge. Then, using a letter opener or sharp knife, cut the top edges of the adjoining pages apart.
Volunteer Opportunities

- Gate
- Parking
- Kitchen
- Earth Guardians
- Rangers
- Medics
- Sanctuary
- TLA
- Greeter
- Pre-burn
- Sound Marshal
- Other

Wheel of Questionable Fortune
Spin the wheel, decide your fate!

Camp Nomad
Put on the chromadepth glasses for a unique audio and visual experience

This passport belongs to:

Theme camp Passport

Indicates children-friendly camp

Indicates adult-only camp
Go for a Mustache Ride

Write a note in our big fancy book or leave a drawing showing how you’re going to keep making the world a better place.

Once you’ve been checked in, stop by the greeters tent to be welcomed home.
Start a conversation with a Dangerman member about how you incorporate art or creativity into your daily life.

Camp Dangerman

Observe a suspension or bring some hard candy to be re-purposed into cotton candy!

Plank Camp

Captain Hooker's Party Wagon

Find the party wagon and hang out with the Captain and his hookers.

Captain Hooker's Party Wagon

Candlelight

Come feast on food and beer, with candles!
Skin Lab
Put a rubber band around the watermelon.

Camp Poon Jammer
Participate in any carnival game or other activity offer.

Atomic Endings
Complete a mission to earn a prize!

H.O.I.R Island
Find your way through the mazes of civilization in order to land on HOIR Island. Only serious adventurers will traverse the dangers of pen to paper in order to be rewarded at the end of their quest.
Love Bubble

- Make a bubble with any of the bubble toys available.

Hard As Fuck

- Bathe. Show up at HAF freshly showered.
- Get your stamp.

THAT Camp Bar

- Do a pickleback (or pickle juice shot)

THAT FWED Chapel

- Make it official and fwed your fwend!
Camp Introvert

Spend 5 or more quiet minutes in the Time To
Yourself Tent. Sit on a cushion, color,
mediate, read, journal, or stare into space.

Camp Gypsy Daisy

Make an anonymous entry in the Gypsy Daisy big
book of secrets and lies. Sparks may draw a daisy in
the kids book.

S.T.A.R. Camp

Play an alternative sport

Style a look for yourself or a friend.
Mail a postcard to someone at Interfuse

Give or receive a spanking! Consent is mandatory

Rubbish Bubble
Sparks can make a jellyfish
Make and decorate cardboard private parts

Kidsville
Role Reversal Time! Come get to take candy from a baby/kid! The catch? This time THEY have to give YOU permission to eat candy. The smack talk from a youngster and get your sugar high fix!

Stamp will be hand carved by actual kids!
MOIST
Come to MOIST camp and find the little green man—he will send you on a spaced out mission.

KIDS can GO FISH! Grab a pole and cast in search of the specially marked space anchovy.

HOBBY
The Thumbpen
Enter, create, introspect, reflect, ...repeat as needed!

Spice Pirates
Toss a ball with your eyes closed to knock over a cup

HILBILLY CIRCUS
Play toilet seat ring toss.
There are several camps that are participating unofficially. Can you find them?

Secret Camp Stamps

**Art**
- Remote Piloted Rickshaw
- The Pussy Wagon
- Purple Ghost
- Creeper
- The Sparkle Cart
- Ethel-Eene
- Truckasaurus Odlaw
- Fiasco Mobile
- Rebecca &
- Rocinante
- FireHawk
- Chromina
- StarDust
- Dreadnought
- That! cart

**Cars!**
- WTF is that?
- Toasty
- His Name is Robert Paulson
- Remote Piloted Golf Cart
- The Unicorn &
- The Unevilcorn
- Interfuse Taxi
- Chopper Bike
- Pit Stop
- Mobile Tiki Bar
- Whaaat?! Truck
- The Barbie Jeep
- #K8NShawnsApocolypticVehicleThatDrivesUsAroundToAllThePlacesToSeeAllTheThingsAndAllThePeopleAndLookCoolDoingIt
Art Grants!

- Disco Wall
- Teen hangout space
- Spray paint art class
- Transmyth 9
- Free Range Disco
- What’s at Stake
- Hoedown & Food
- MonstroCity
- Red Dress Run
- The Anti-Church
- The Temple of Shark Jesus
- Super Happy Phun Photos
- Coral Reef Upcycle
- Moonshine Bar
- Toxic Waste Table Tops
- Hair cuts and hair pieces
- Tentacle Hammocks
- Shadow of Self Expression

Notes

- Handmade making station
- Sacred Shamanic Lodge
- Cap’t Nemo’s Pirating Carnival
- Future Sailors Bike
- When MOIST Attacks
- Hanging Plexiglass Square Deco
- Dream within a Dream
- LED Water Bottle Lanterns
- Don’t Press This Button
- Flame pooper stripper pole
- The Land of Whim
- Black Box Cooking Competition
- LED Sociological Programming Experience
- Yggdrasil: The World’s Tree
- Steampunk bar & infinity mirror
- Bisexual Visibility Project
- Alter of the booty
- Teen Master Dome 2.0
- Tooth Fairy Adorability
- Circular Perspectives